This paper presents a fast encoding method for versatile video coding (VVC) using an early determination scheme that skips redundant multi-type tree (MTT) pruning. MTT consists of binary and ternary trees (TTs) with traditional quadtrees and has recently attracted considerable VVC research interest due to coding efficiency beyond HEVC. However, the additional trees, particularly TTs, significantly increased VVC complexity, which has rarely been studied previously. Therefore, we identified TT characteristics in the VVC encoding context, and hence propose a simple early decision technique that can effectively reduce TT complexity. Experiments over various test sequences show that the proposed method substantially decreased the total encoding time for a VVC test model 4.0 (VTM 4.0) with only slight coding loss under the all-intra configuration. In particular, the proposed method reduced TT encoding time by up to 66% compared with VTM 4.0.
I. INTRODUCTION
Versatile video coding (VVC) is a new standardization project established by the Joint Video Experts Team (JVET) of ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 11 and ITU-T SG16 WP3 to improve compression efficiency compared with HEVC. VVC was developed to meet various requirements associated with video coding application [1] , including emerging video contents such as an ultra-high definition video and 360-degree video. The recent VVC test model (i.e., VTM 4.0) has already achieved 31% average bitrate saving for the same visual quality compared with the latest HEVC test model (HM) under the random-access configuration [2] . Therefore, VVC is expected to be widely used for broadcasting systems, streaming services, and storage systems in the near future.
Multi-type tree (MTT) structure is a pivot that unifies traditional separated concepts of coding, prediction, and transform units; and can support more block shapes than HEVC [3] . MTT also employs binary (BT) and ternary tree (TT), compared with just quadtree (QT) in HEVC, which are recursively The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Byeungwoo Jeon . applied to QT. Let N denote the width or height of a block. Then, given block of size 4N × 4N, BT allows the block to be split to the half, i.e., 4N × 2N or 2N × 4N, as in the HEVC prediction unit (PU); and TT can split a block into three (4N×N, 4N×2N, and 4N×N (horizontal direction); or N × 4N, 2N × 4N, and N × 4N (vertical direction)), providing more flexible area partitioning.
However, VVC encoder complexity can be increased further due to complicated TT partitioning and further splits in recursion as Fig. 1 shows that the TT time portion is about 33% among the entire encoding time. Fig. 1 presents encoding time for BT, TT, and others including QT in quantization parameter (QP) 37 and the all-intra configuration that encodes all frames as intra-frames [18] . Herein, the encoding time for BT and TT includes the corresponding prediction, transform and coding times for the CU encoding test of each partition. BT requires most of total encoding time (more than 50%). However, reducing BT complexity could significantly degrade compression performance; not only due to reduced BT efficiency but also some BT conditions, e.g., splitting rules on picture boundary as described in [3] . TT also consumes about one-third of total encoding time. In addition, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ as shown in Table 1 , the actual running time for TT per frame takes more than one second, which is far beyond real-time encoding. Few previous studies have considered reducing TT complexity, although it has some redundancy with other block partitions. Thus, TT redundancy should be addressed for low complexity video applications, such as real-time broadcasting, low-delay streaming, and battery constrained encoding devices. Early tree decision approaches for coding tree units (CTUs) or coding units (CUs) have been widely studied previously for fast video encoding. One pioneer work used early termination based on QT pruning in HEVC [4] . Whether to early terminate or not the sub-QT partitioning was judged by checking the best CU prediction mode. Several studies have attempted to reduce QT plus BT (QTBT) encoding complexity by extending pruning methods [5] , [6] . However, TT-specific fast encoding methods have not yet been thoroughly investigated. Although JVET experts have considered mechanisms to relieve VTM 4.0 encoding complexity, they have focused on TT use under several predefined conditions [7] . This paper proposes a context-based TT decision (C-TTD) method to significantly reduce TT computational complexity in VVC intra-coding. The proposed method aims to find an early decision criterion based on a Bayesian approach that exploits rate-distortion (RD) costs related to TT splits to determine if the current TT split can be skipped. The contribution of the paper includes: 1) A new feature is identified, which has strong correlation of BT costs with the choice of TT. To the best of our knowledge, this feature is the first attempt to reduce the TT complexity in the VVC literature. 2) From a practical point of view, the proposed method has a lightweight termination scheme that effectively reduces TT complexity. In contrast, the state-of-theart [16] requires complexity-heavy texture extraction process which may hinder implementing practical low-complexity encoders.
3) The proposed TT pruning scheme can reduce the encoding complexity of both TT and BT. Since a node 
II. RELATED WORK A. OVERVIEW OF MULTI-TYPE TREE IN VVC
In addition to splitting blocks using QT structures in HEVC, VVC can use BT or TT structures for each leaf node of the QT [8] . If the parent node is QT, the current node can be split with QT, BT, or TT; whereas if the parent node is BT or TT, the current and child nodes cannot use QT, hence only BT or TT is used for subsequent partitioning. Fig. 2 shows several examples. There is also a non-split block, i.e., a leaf node after testing all possible tree structures. The block is encoded using intra-prediction and residual coding. Importantly, BT and TT have directions in the splits, i.e., vertical and horizontal directions, as shown in Fig. 2 .
MTT performs RD cost competition for all possible partitioning trees in a CU to determine the best structure. The CU is split if the best RD cost is achieved by QT, BT, or TT; and otherwise remains a non-split block. Other MTT aspects should also be considered, such as split restrictions by depth and picture boundary. For depth constraints by depth, if BT or TT depth reaches the maximum depth in a tile, then the tree is not further split. CUs can also be forced to split at a picture boundary. More detailed CTU partitioning processes are described in [8] , with associated syntax and semantic elements described in [3] .
B. EXISTING TREE DECISION METHODS FOR FAST VIDEO ENCODING
Various methods have been proposed to reduce complexity to make a recursive QT structure for a square block in HEVC. A pruning-based early CU decision was proposed to judge whether to split a block according to the best prediction mode [4] . Context-based early CU pruning approaches have been considered Subsequently, exploiting correlations among CUs [9] or RD costs of CUs within QT [10] .
Learning-based approaches have been studied recently for fast HEVC intra coding by pruning CUs in a QT structure. A fast encoding method based on decision tree was proposed, targeting partitioning and prediction mode complexity [21] . The random forest technique within a CU, using an ensemble-based randomized tree model, was proposed to tackle encoding complexity for HVEC intra-prediction modes [19] . Support vector machines or neural networks have been employed to classify redundant CUs for fast CU depth decision [11] , [12] , [20] . Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are widely used for classification tasks and have also been employed to predict the best CU partition [14] . Since learning-based approaches are fitted to specific coding structures or features, they would be difficult to extend to BT and TT tree structures.
Recent studies have addresses BT and TT complexity, along with other tree types, utilizing similar approaches to previous QT related studies [5] , [6] , [13] . A probabilistic approach exploiting RD context was proposed for QTBT partitions [6] . Learning-based approaches have been developed to facilitate BT classification, using various classification methods, such as a decision tree [13] and CNN [5] . However, TT complexity has been only rarely tackled, even though TT demands high VVC encoding complexity. JVET conducted several experiments to consider TT complexity by restricting split conditions [7] , [15] . A fast encoding method was proposed that targets QT, BT, and TT [16] , exploiting various features, including gradient and texture variance. Early determination of MTT partitioning was established in [16] using the decision tree classifier for each split mode. In [22] , another machine learning based approach is investigated, which utilizes random forest technique and extracts various features including gradient-based texture information to reduce the MTT complexity. In random-access configuration, this approach showed 0.61% coding loss with 30% encoding time saving. In the random-access configuration, this approach showed 0.61% coding loss with 30% total encoding time saving. However, these learning-based approach still required complex and intensive preprocessing to extract texture information for every CU, greatly increasing total encoder complexity.
Decision tree-based classifiers can be easily overfit to the training set, and thus, studies should carefully establish training and testing sets. Although the current methods can contribute to reducing MTT complexity, considerable room remains to reduce TT complexity.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Encoding complexity for TT is high, which is a bottleneck to develop low-complexity VVC encoders. Although TT might not be the best choice during RD optimization, current VTM 4.0 design needs to check almost all split and non-split cases, which requires considerable computational complexity by redundancy. For the problem considered in this paper, redundancy can be quantified by the number of TT RD evaluations that might be unnecessary from initialization to final decision. Thus, we try to find a critical factor correlated to the redundancy and exploit it to make an early decision. Specifically, motivated by the Bayesian probability approach, we propose a simple C-TTD scheme for a VVC encoder with MTT structure. The detailed C-TTD description is presented in this section on top of VTM 4.0. software. The term 'redundant' means that the RD cost of τ is larger than that of the best mode in a CU. Table 2 shows that p(τ ) is high when evaluating TT RD costs. For example, the average prior probability a horizontal TT split mode is redundant, p(τ = TT_H) = 0.879 and 0.89 in QP 22 and 37, respectively. Similarly, average vertical TT split mode redundancy p(τ = TT_V) = 0.896 and 0.891 in QP 22 and 37, respectively. Table 3 shows the detailed test conditions and material details. We used eight test videos and two QPs but also observed similar numbers in different scenarios.
A. MOTIVATION AND ANALYSIS
Since the best mode is determined after comparing RD costs for up to six block partitioning tests, including no CU split and five different split modes, i.e., QT, horizontal BT (BT_H), vertical BT (BT_V), horizontal TT (TT_H), and vertical TT (TT_V), the level of redundancy can incur unnecessary computations. However, according to Bayes' theorem, the degree of belief after observing the evidence greatly increases with initial degree of belief in τ . Thus, if we can find an appropriate evidence ε and exploit the posterior p(τ | ε) after the observation, an early decision can be made to efficiently sort out TT redundancy.
We investigated BT split RD costs for evidence ε. We assumed that a block with a given texture direction should be encoded by the most suitable partition shape in view of RD cost. Thus, blocks with vertical texture direction should be encoded by BT_V or TT_V rather than horizontal partitioning modes. In this case, BT_V or TT_V RD costs tend to be smaller than BT_H or TT_H. Thus, cost comparisons for BT modes (i.e., BT directions) could be useful to predict the best TT direction. Furthermore, BT direction can be suitable evidence because certain TT direction pixels significantly overlap with the same BT direction. Fig. 3 shows the level of sub-CUs of TT_V overlap with corresponding sub-CUs of BTs. For example, 100% pixels in ''A'' of TT_V are included in ''A'' of BT_V, whereas only 50% of pixels are included in ''A'' of BT_H. Therefore, TT_V tends to provide similar encoding results to BT_V because it has more overlapped pixels than BT_H. Therefore, we compare BT_H and BT_V costs as an evidence and use them to enhance the belief for TT redundancy.
Thus, we define a suitable evidence, ε, where RD cost of BT in a certain direction is better than the other cases, is defined as below:
where δ and ∼ δ denote horizontal or vertical direction BT split, respectively; ε(δ) denotes evidence ε; and J BT denotes the BT RD cost for a given δ. Let p(ε) denote the probability that ε = 1. Table 4 shows the posterior p(τ |ε), gathered under the same test conditions of Table 1 . τ can be either TT_H or TT_V, and δ can be either horizontal (hor) or vertical (ver) direction. Posterior increases with given ε. On average, posterior reaches more than 0.955 and 0.945 in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The probability is substantially high.
B. CONTEXT-BASED TT DECISION (C-TTD)
We propose a C-TTD scheme that skips TT early to decrease encoding complexity. The proposed method utilizes ε(δ) to select redundant TTs more accurately. Since TT implies two possible split cases, the proposed method has two phases (horizontal (TT_H), and vertical (TT_V) oriented TT split. The phases determine whether or not to conduct the corresponding split, based on ε, e.g. ε(ver) when τ = TT_H. Since the proposed method needs the prior RD costs in (1) , all BT split tests should be preceded. The proposed method does not skip TT splits for the case that one BT split tests is restricted or does not preceded. Fig. 4 shows the proposed procedure on top of VTM 4.0. Specifically, the maximum number of test cases for a CU encoding. In general, the CU is first tested by the current block encoding mode (i.e., no child nodes exist for the CU), with J cur being the RD cost for the current block mode. If the current CU can have child nodes by QT structure, then QT split mode is tested and measured as J QT . Unless QT split is possible, J QT is set to the maximum RD cost value. J BT_H and J BT_V are measured similarly. The proposed method uses these prior RD costs to decides whether a TT split is required. Specifically, the proposed method skips TT_H when ε(hor) = 0, and TT_V when an evidence ε(ver) = 0. Pruning the TT split not only reduces TT split encoding complexity, but also reduces all available BT and TT split encoding complexities (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, the proposed method can substantially decrease both BT and TT encoding complexity by pruning TT split processes.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
This section evaluates the proposed method performance compared with VVC reference software (i.e., VTM version 4.0) [17] . We chose frames that did not overlap the training samples, skipping the first 2 seconds frames in each sequence, e.g. 100 frames were skipped for the Cactus sequence. Other conditions are the same as CTC [18] . We evaluated both RD performance using Bjontegaard Delta bitrate (BDBR) and encoding complexity using measurement time [18] compared with the reference method. The computer environment was a PC with Windows 10 64-bit, Intel CPU at 3.6 GHz with 8 cores without Turbo Boost or hyperthreading technology. We calculate BDBR for Y, U and V components, denoting BDBR-YUV, as
where BDBR-Y, BDBR-U, and BDBR-V, are BDBR of Y, U, and V components, respectively. The total encoding time reduction, ETR, was measured as
where T org and T method denote the original (reference) and proposed method total encoding time, respectively. We also tested the state-of-the-art (SOTA) MTT decision method [16] for VVC. To ensure fair comparison, the SOTA method was trained with the same sequence used in this paper. The SOTA decision tree was implemented using the python scikit-learn machine learning library, with maximum depth = 5. Since our main focus was on the TT decision, two SOTA classifiers were implemented: for horizontal and vertical TT splits. The SOTA encoding framework was implemented on top of VTM 4.0. In comparison with VTM 2.0 that SOTA employed, VTM 4.0 has additional tools that SOTA cannot directly access. Thus, SOTA classifiers were not applied to VTM 4.0 tools, such as separate chroma trees. Table 5 compares SOTA and proposed method outcomes. SOTA case reduced average total encoding time by 6%, with slight coding loss, exhibiting 0.75% increased BDBR-Y component and 0.62% increased BDBR-YUV. On the other hand, the proposed method reduced average total encoding time by 33% with 0.93% and 1.02% increased BDBR-Y and BDBR-YUV, respectively. Thus, the proposed method provided approximately 7 times faster encoding than SOTA with slight coding loss.
Inspecting sequence-by-sequence results, SOTA was sometimes slower than the reference, particularly for 4K sequences Tango2, FoodMarket4, Campfire, CatRobot1, and ParkRunning3. This performance degradation could be due to not only false classifier prediction, but also inefficient encoding framework. In particular, the changed encoding order in SOTA may interrupt fast encoding options activated in the recent VTMs (e.g., VTM 4.0), increasing total encoding complexity. Moreover, Sobel operators and variance computation per CU that SOTA employed for classification may VOLUME 7, 2019 burden the encoder. In contrast, the proposed method reduced complexity reduction for all sequences by 29-36%, hence the proposed method would be extremely suitable for video sequences requiring fast encoding. In terms of compression performance, maximum BDBR-Y loss occurred for the Bas-ketballDrill sequence for both SOTA and proposed methods, returning similar BDBR-Y loss for both methods (1.37% and 1.55% increase, respectively.
We compared the proposed method performance for different ETR and coding loss operating points by applying the method only when MTT depth (D MTT ) for the current CU was larger than the threshold, where D MTT = 0 to 3 represents the BT and/or TT depth. Table 6 compares the different thresholds, providing details to allow trade-off between computational complexity and RD performance.
The results show the proposed method outperforms the SOTA for both coding efficiency and ETR (0.46% and 20% respectively for ''Proposed-D MTT > 0'')., which implies the proposed method provides better trade-offs. Coding loss was dramatically reduced for ''Proposed-D MTT > 1'' (0.19% BDBR-Y loss and 8% ETR). The proposed method could be easily configured to achieve different ETR and coding loss by restricting the range.
We evaluated proposed method performance for other fast coding methods applied to QT and BT compared with SOTA for the same conditions, to evaluate whether the proposed method still works appropriately under the condition. We set a new anchor: QTDR + SOTA BT , combining quad-tree depth restriction (QTDR), QT depth > 1, and a fast BT encoding SOTA technique (SOTA BT ). By including both fast algorithms for QT and BT, the new anchor should have much lower complexity while substantially degrading coding efficiency compared with the original anchor. Accordingly, we made two implementations on top of the new anchor (QTDR + SOTA BT + SOTA TT and QTDR + SOTA BT + Proposed method), applying different fast TT decision methods: SOTA TT and the proposed method. Table 7 shows that SOTA and the proposed methods on top of QTDR + SOTA BT provided significant ETR (37%) compared with the new anchor. However, coding efficiency for the two methods differed substantially, providing 2.77% and 1.84% BDBR-Y loss, respectively, i.e., approximately 1% BDBR difference. Thus, the proposed method significantly outperformed the SOTA method, providing significant computational complexity reduction in cooperation with other fast encoding schemes in QT and BT. Fig. 5 compares proposed method accuracy in view of hit ratio, i.e., the ratio of how many times the proposed method hits the redundancy of TT splits in terms of RD cost on top of the anchor. We evaluated the best and the worst coding efficiency cases for each resolution in Table 5 . Hit ratio ranged between 96% to 89%, hence the proposed method hit TT split redundancy with high accuracy.
An additional experiment was conducted to investigate how much the proposed method influenced MTT structure encoding complexity. As discussed in Section III, final paragraph, pruning TT split can also reduce BT encoding complexity, because a CU in TT structure can be further split by TT structure as well as BT structure according to the original encoding order in VTM 4.0. Therefore, we measured running time consumed by BT and TT during encoding for the anchor and proposed method, as shown in Table 8 . Since the proposed method focused on reducing TT encoding complexity, TR TT provided substantial average reduction (62%). TR TT maximum reduction occurred for RitualDance (66%). TR BT , PartyScene, and BlowingBubbles sequences exhibited largest time reduction for the proposed method (25%). The proposed method also effectively decreasing BT encoding complexity.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper considered MTT structure complexity in VVC, particularly TT structure, which has higher complexity than BT. We also proposed a method to efficiently skip TT, exploiting RD costs from the previously encoded CU data based on probabilistic approach. Experimental results confirmed that the proposed method significantly reduced VTM 4.0 encoding time while sustaining reasonable coding efficiency. The proposed TT pruning method also decreased BT encoding complexity. Our method shows better or comparable performance in comparison with the SOTA while ours utilizes a lightweight feature. Moreover, concerning HM encoding time, we believe that a 34% VTM encoding time reduction is significant because VTM 4.0 has much higher complexity than HM according to the report [2] .
A CU encoding process would be a bottleneck in parallel processing due to the nested tree structure as discussed above. Algorithmic optimization, such as the proposed approach, could be exploited to solve the bottleneck. Thus, the current study provides a useful base to develop low complexity VVC encoders.
